
Gembrook Primary School Remote Learning Tasks

Grade 5/6 Learning Tasks Term 3 Week 3 THURSDAY

READING

Learning Intention:
I can analyse a text to determine the author’s purpose and audience.
Success Criteria:
I have identified the purpose and audience of a text through close analysis.
Learning Resources Required:
Exercise book, pencils and iphone/tablet/computer.

Learning Task:
When we first explored the world of Jackie French we made the inference that she had a cheeky
sense of humour. Her range of texts highlight her capacity to write skillfully across genres and age
groups. Even at our age, reading ‘A Diary of Wombat’ caused us to laugh in class.

We have spent the last week or so examining some of her more serious picture story books as
part of her historical fiction collection. Today we are going to lighten the mood and interact with
a new book that places a humorous spin on the life of a well known historical figure, ‘Queen
Victoria’. It suggests that not all historical fiction texts have to be formal or serious.

Access a read-aloud of the text via the link below. As you read the text you will need to record
evidence to support your understanding of the purpose of this text and the age of the audience
you think it is aimed at.

Queen Victoria’s Underpants by Jackie French and Bruce Whately:

https://youtu.be/Zpe1g1kZCfk

Learning Task Response:
1. After listening to the text, record your thinking in regards to the purpose and audience.

Use evidence to support your thinking. Make sure you write in paragraph form.
2. Read the following author’s note extract, by Jackie French (full text can be viewed at the

end of the read-aloud video above), and then reflect on whether this changes your
original thinking.

Author’s Notes (extract):
Very few women wore underpants at the beginning of Queen Victoria’s reign in 1837. But the
young Queen loved walking, riding, archery and dancing - all the active things that a
well-brought-up girl couldn’t do for fear of showing something ‘rude’. Queen Victoria’s
championing of underpants helped women achieve a lot more freedom. Just as the Queen made
tartans, prams and Christmas trees fashionable, by the time she died in 1901 just about every

https://youtu.be/Zpe1g1kZCfk
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woman in Britain wore underpants like hers. In one way, Queen Victoria’s underpants assisted the
birth of women’s liberation. Women could even ride the new ‘bicycles’ and still look perfectly
respectable.

3. What information in this text did you find surprising or new?

Extension Learning Task:
Investigate an invention that has led to significant improvements in the quality of life for a
specific group of people. Record details regarding the inventor/s, specific details about the
invention, and how it impacted the group or groups of people that benefited from it.

WRITING

This lesson will be taught during our class Webex session today.
Please submit this learning task to Compass for feedback and evaluation by 5pm on Friday.
Please refer to the link for instructions on how to upload the learning tasks.
https://youtu.be/YWiLyJ0P6CQ 

Learning Intention:
I can draft a narrative using the structural elements of the historical fiction genre.
Success Criteria:
I have thought carefully about the opening line of my narrative.

Learning Resources Required:
Exercise book, pencils and iphone/tablet/computer, planning documents (story map/storyboard)

Learning Task:
Now that we have a detailed understanding of the narrative arc of stories, our task today is to
backtrack to the beginning and think really carefully about how we would like to start our story
and the very first lines we will use.

We need to make sure that we bring the setting to life and introduce our key characters in the
initial stages of our story. We also need to make sure that we engage our audience in a way that
is going to grab their attention and spark their interest. Let’s refer back to advice from Jackie
French:

# 4 A ‘Wow!’ opening line - The first line of a story has to be strong enough to haul
the reader into the story.

Let’s examine a few of opening lines of several of Jackie’s books:

In The Girl from Snowy River, the opening line reads:
Dear Diary,

Today I met a ghost…

In Drought, the opening line reads:
I remember a green lawn,

https://youtu.be/YWiLyJ0P6CQ
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In The Tomorrow Book, the open line reads:
Once upon a time, or maybe just tomorrow…

In Pirate Boy of Sydney Town, the opening line reads:
The wind snickered between the trees like an old woman laughing.

Learning Task Response:
Expanding on your story map/storyboard, take the time today to really think about the opening
line of your narrative. Will you decide to be light-hearted and funny, or will you cut straight to the
chase with something more hard hitting? This is the first line your audience will read so it needs
to make an impact.

Remember that you may need to have several attempts at your first line. Refine, refine and refine
again. Use resources to strengthen your word choice and don’t forget to think about your
figurative language skills. Would personification fit here????

Extra Jackie French advice to keep you motivated:

- The more you think about a character, landscape or background, the richer and
more original it becomes.

- No book works until the end of day three. Don’t panic.’

- Somehow, every time, at the end of day three the book starts to come together.
Probably I’m going to have to trash most of what I’ve written in those three days. If
I have to go away for a few days, it will probably take me another three days to
really get myself into it. It is pretty much like knitting. You really have to have all
the stitches under control; every one of those stitches needs to be on your needle
and if you drop any stitch it takes time to get them into place, all the stitches lined
up again to start creating fabric.

BREAK: ensure students have a well-earned break with a snack, rest and a game/physical activity.

MATHS - Applied

Learning Intention: I can explain the formula for volume.
Success Criteria:  I have calculated the volume of an object.
Learning Resources Required:
Exercise book, pencils, and iphone/tablet/computer.
Learning Task:
Volume is the amount of space taken up by an object.
It is measured in cubic units (cm³, m³, km³) (centimetres cubed, metres cubed & kilometres
cubed)

The cubed symbol (the little 3 above the unit)  might help remind you that it is a 3 dimensional
shape.
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Imagine a cube in front of you that is one metre long, one metre wide and one metre high.
This cube would be 1 meter ‘cubed’ or 1m³.
Similarly if you imagine a cube that is 1cm long, 1cm wide and 1cm tall.
This cube is 1cm³. This cube would be the same size as the single wooden MAB blocks that you
would have used at school.

If something has a volume of 5cm³,
It takes up the same amount of space as 5 cm MAB cubes.

If something has a volume of 10m³,
It takes up the same amount of space as 10 of the meter cubes you imagined at the start of this
lesson.

Estimate the volume of Mr Jones briefcase?
How many MAB blocks do you think could fit inside? Ensure you write your estimate down using
cm³.
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Once you have written down your estimate, we would like you to calculate the actual volume
using the appropriate formula.
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The formula for calculating volume is length x width x height.

Mr Jones’ briefcase is approximately 50cm x 30cm x 10cm.

It’s almost like we calculate the area of the image on the left and multiply the area by the height.
You could even imagine we laid out one perfect layer of MAB on the bottom of the briefcase and
then stacked 9 more layers on top so that we have 10 layers all together.

50 x 30 = 1,500
1500 x 10 = 15,000
So, Mr Jones’ briefcase has a volume of 15,000cm³ or it could fit 15,000 MAB cubes inside.

Next we would like you to calculate the volume of your lunchbox.
Using a ruler or an app (if you’re absolutely desperate you may estimate), measure the length,
width and height of your own lunchbox.

Once you have measured these dimensions you may calculate the volume of your lunchbox using
the formula Length x Width x Height.

If you’re feeling ready for some extension. Try filling in the blanks on these shapes.

SPELLING

Learning Intention: I can identify and understand the grammatical function of hyphenated
words.
Success Criteria: I have used hyphens correctly.
Learning Resources Required:
exercise book, pencils, and iphone/tablet/computer.

Learning Task:

Jackie French often uses hyphenated words in her descriptions of settings and characters:
- grey-blue
- blue-soaked
- sun-bleached
- jewel-sea
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- sapphire-misted
- opal-hearted

Do you know the role the hyphen plays in these types of words?
Hyphens join two or more words together and are an important way of letting the reader know
that those words are related to each other and should be treated as a new word. Take a look at
the following example from the book ‘Drought’ by Jackie French:

No cloud to flour the blue-soaked sky

The hyphen links the two words together to strengthen the description and communicates that
the sky is soaked in blue, physically linking them together. Watch the following video to help
clarify your understanding of the importance of using a hyphen to join words:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1F7wFwdcfKg

Hyphens are used to form compound words, adjectives and to add prefixes to base words to
avoid confusion.

Learning Task Response:
1. Draw up the following table:

Compound forming
(noun and verb)

Adjective forming + prefix

break-in sugar-free co-worker

2. Sort the following words into their correct position in the table:
Re-enter                stop-off             re-cover break-in ice-skate one-way
Pinky-purple        fair-haired          tree-top re-sent              sapphire-misted    ex-student
Ice-cold                 opal-hearted sugar-free bad-tempered co-worker
Part-time              open-minded    south-east baby-sit            runner-up

It is important that you do not confuse a hyphen with a dash - which is used to separate parts of
a sentence: He was a simple cat - he loved to sleep all day.

3. What other hyphenated words can you think of? Add them to your list and see if you can
categorise them using the table.

BREAK: ensure students have a well-earned break with lunch, rest and a game/physical activity.

P.E.

Learning intention:
I can create my own personal downball court.
I can use Net/Wall skills individually and against a partner.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1F7wFwdcfKg
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Success Criteria:
I have been able to keep a volleyball off the ground whilst returning off a wall.
I have been able to rally, serve and return points against a wall individually, and with a partner.
Learning Resources Required:

● Chalk
● Wall space
● Tennis ball
● volleyball/ medium sized bounce ball.

Learning Task and Response:
1. 3 minutes- Continuation from last week, using a volleyball or a medium sized ball. See if

you can volley a ball off a wall space; see how many hits you can achieve before the ball
hits the ground, Reminder: using a flat hand, fist, or setting it using our controlled ball
shape push from last week.

2.    If you can for the next part use a piece of chalk and draw two even sized squares in front of
the Wall (Similar to downball) or atleast one square if you will not have a partner today.
Using the same ball if you have a parent or a sibling, work together with them to keep it off the
wall as many times as you can in a row (Rally). Not looking for a winner in this activity, looking for
teamwork.

3. Game 1- using only volleys, vs your partner and a point is achieved for each time a player fails
to reach the wall. Play first person to 11 points

Game 2 - using your squares, have a downball match using the same ball or a small downball or
tennis ball. Rules now mean you need to have one bounce on the ground before each return hit.
Again play to 11 points.

Game 3 - if you have tennis racquets, play a game of wall tennis, using the same downball/tennis
like rules. E.g. server, one bounce, out of bounds etc.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

Please select an activity to complete from the PHYSICAL ACTIVITY GRID (Resource

section on Compass)


